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1. Start with a sheet of Din A4,
colourd side down. At first
subdevide paper into thirds.

2. Mark the crossing between
diagonal and existing crease.

3. Fold and unfold through the
line you just made.

4. Make two further subdividing
valley folds.

5. Fold and unfold. Than turn
the model over.

6. Pleat the paper. The crease
of previous step shall touch
the two marks. Turn the model
over.

7. Fold and unfold along partly
existing creases.

8. Fold and unfold two times.
Bring the bottom edge to the
existing crease. Turn the
model over.

9. Left fold runs through an
existing crease, right fold is
marked by the pleat line. Turn
the model over.

10. Precrease four diagonals.

11. Fold and unfold through
crossings of the diagonals.
Turn the model over.

12. Fold and unfold, than turn
the model over again.

13. Precrease like in steps 10
and 11 before. Turn the
model over.

14. After a last crease fold the
whole model in half.

15. Precrease through all
layers. Creases should be
Repeated as mountain folds.

16. Precrease through all
layers. Creases should be
repeated as mountain folds.

17. Repeat steps 14-16 on both
remaining sides.

18. Fold a top by pleating the
creases of steps 15 and 16.

19. Pull apart both flaps as far
as model edges run again in
straight line.

20. Fold both flaps under. Sides
of the top must be folded a
litle bit inside by two mountain folds.

21. Repeat steps 18-20 on both
sides of the top.

22. In following steps the model
is shown in top view.

23. Bring the left part of rear
flap to front.

25. Fold upper part in
diagonal up to the
centre.

24. Pull out some paper
and form an angular
block.

26. Fold one third
back.

28. Reverse fold paper
27. Press together
along a curved Mounbottom part of
tain fold forming “2”.
block completely.
Than fold flap
back to rear.

29. Open sink all three tops along
oval mountain folds to form
the zeros. adjust their size on
cipher “2”.

30. Finished number “2000”.
Happy Millennium.

